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Featured Application: The approach rapidly extracts reporting requirements from construction
contracts and predicts overhead costs and durations associated with report preparation. Applica-
tion of the approach is anticipated to provide the insights necessary to enhance contract negoti-
ations, reporting workflow processes, and submittal procedures between clients and contractors.

Abstract: Due to a lack of suitable methods, extraction of reporting requirements from lengthy
construction contracts is often completed manually. Because of this, the time and costs associated
with completing reporting requirements are often informally approximated, resulting in underestima-
tions. Without a clear understanding of requirements, contractors are prevented from implementing
improvements to reporting workflows prior to project execution. This study developed an automated
reporting requirement identification and time–cost prediction framework to overcome this challenge.
Reporting requirements are extracted using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learn-
ing (ML), and stochastic simulations are used to predict overhead costs and durations associated
with report preparation. Functionality and validity of the framework were demonstrated using real
contracts, and an accuracy of over 95% was observed. This framework provides a tool to rapidly and
efficiently retrieve requirements and quantify the time and costs associated with reporting, in turn
providing necessary insights to streamline reporting workflows.

Keywords: construction reports; construction contracts; natural language processing; machine
learning; simulation modeling

1. Introduction

Work within the construction industry is allocated through construction contracts [1],
which include information such as instructions, definitions, supporting statements, and
contractual requirements that detail the standards and project specifications of the client [2].
A core component of construction contracts is reporting and information requirements,
which require contractors to periodically submit various reports detailing different aspects
of project progress to the client [3]. As construction projects and contracts are becoming
increasingly complex, clients are demanding that contractors provide more information
and reports on different project aspects [4,5]. Reporting has quickly become a laborious pro-
cedure, with construction personnel spending as much as 40% of their time gathering field
data, organizing and analyzing data, preparing reports, and verifying report accuracy [6].

Although a large administrative burden for contractors [7], the time and resources
needed to complete reporting requirements—as well as the precise reporting requirements
themselves—are often unknown and unaccounted for during the preliminary planning
stages of a project. An integral component of project success, preliminary planning involves,
among other activities, the selection of the project management team and the creation of the
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project documentation system. Consideration of specific reporting requirements during the
preliminary planning stage ensures that (1) an adequate number of personnel is available to
complete reporting requirements on time and within budget, (2) efficient project reporting
systems are implemented, and (3) redundant and/or overlapping reporting requirements
are addressed prior to the execution phase of a project. Contract documentation, however,
remains an immature area of practice, with the identification of reporting requirements
involving the manual reading, interpretation, and analysis of hundreds of unstructured
textual contract pages to differentiate between statements related to requirements and
other unimportant texts, such as instructions and definitions. Due to the time and effort
involved, the manual extraction of reporting requirements is often not completed during the
preliminary planning stages of a project, with project managers informally approximating
reporting costs and resource requirements. Indeed, it has been reported that office-related
processes, such as project reporting, continue to suffer from low reliability, where planned
durations are often underestimated [8].

The poor estimation of project reporting costs and resource requirements during
the preliminary planning stages of construction can result in a number of challenges for
contractors [4,9–11]. For example, an inadequate number of available project management
personnel may result in project reports that are submitted late or with errors. In the case
of certain types of contracts (e.g., cost-plus), reporting costs that exceed the preliminary
estimate can result in disputes between the contractor and client. Furthermore, a lack of
understanding of the reporting requirements in the preliminary stages of a project may
prevent contractors from increasing reporting efficiency during the construction phase
through the consolidation of redundant reporting requirements or by optimizing the
composition of the project management team. As such, the ability to quickly, accurately,
and automatically extract reporting requirements and predict associated costs is expected
to have a notable impact on project performance [12]. Although text-mining techniques,
such as information extraction, text classification, and other predictive analytics, have
been used by researchers to develop requirement extraction models [4,5,13], existing
models are not fully automated, do not provide high requirement extraction accuracy, and
lack a cost-and-time prediction component. Methods capable of automatically extracting
contractual reporting requirements and predicting the time and costs associated with report
preparation, therefore, remain relatively unexplored.

To address this challenge, this study has developed a framework capable of (1) au-
tomating the identification and extraction of reporting requirements and (2) predicting and
analyzing the overhead costs and durations associated with report preparation. The frame-
work employs Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques
to automate the extraction of reporting requirements, and uses stochastic simulation to
predict the durations and costs associated with report preparation using historical project
data. Real contractual documents from an actual case study were used to (1) develop and
refine the reporting requirement extraction module and (2) demonstrate the functionality
and validity of the complete framework. This framework provides practitioners and re-
searchers with an automated tool to more efficiently identify reporting requirements and
quantify the time and costs associated with report preparation. Practical application of this
approach is anticipated to provide decision makers with the insights necessary to enhance
contract negotiations, reporting workflow processes, and submittal procedures between
clients and contractors, in turn increasing value for all project stakeholders.

2. Research Background
2.1. Construction Reporting

Many problems in the construction industry involve communication and reporting
procedures, with ineffective reporting systems leading to poor project management [11,14,15].
Construction reports, therefore, are often required by clients as a means of monitoring
project progress, estimating production rates, and resolving disputes and claims [6]. Project
reporting involves the collection and structuring of large volumes of site data from nu-
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merous field management activities by many site personnel on a frequent—even daily—
basis [16,17]. Given the amount of preparation work required together with the frequency
of submittals, reporting has become a time- and effort-intensive procedure that can result
in notable increases in overhead costs of the project.

Various construction field management tools have been developed to establish project
reporting systems tailored to the needs of contractors, while ensuring the reporting require-
ments of projects are met [2,6,16]. For example, Russell [18] developed a daily construction
project management system that rapidly reports and shares site information and project
progress status between project participants. Similarly, Shiau and Wang [19] developed a
construction management information system consisting of daily reports as well as cost
management and design-change management modules to compile daily site management
information. El-Omari and Moselhi [3] proposed a model to facilitate automated data
acquisition from construction sites by deploying an information technology platform. Their
goal was to integrate automated data acquisition technologies to collect required data
for progress measurement purposes to support efficient time–cost tracking and control
of construction projects [3]. Following the same line of work, Lee et al. [16] proposed an
approach to automatically generate daily reports from text messages exchanged through a
commonly used text messaging system.

It is important to note that the aforementioned models were primarily focused on
effective data acquisition, information flow, and communication to facilitate the monitor-
ing of site work, incurred costs, and potential challenges [3,20]. Although these studies
have addressed the downstream aspect of reporting, they have been developed with the
assumption that reporting requirements are already defined and known in advance. In
practice, however, reporting requirements for complex types of construction, such as oil and
gas or infrastructure projects, often differ between projects and from contract-to-contract,
making the time, resources, and costs associated with report preparation difficult to ap-
proximate. Methods for automating the extraction of contractual reporting requirements or
the estimation of time and cost implications associated with reporting, however, remain
relatively unexplored.

Importantly, the lack of research literature in the area of contract documentation is
not indicative of the practical importance of this issue. Discussions with experienced
professionals at a construction company in Alberta, Canada, revealed that contractors are
very interested in techniques that can support the extraction, management, and time–cost
prediction of reporting requirements. Once considered an obligatory and static activity,
contractors are beginning to explore methods capable of enhancing the planning, and there-
fore efficiency and cost, of project reporting—particularly for complex types of construction
where contracts are often specific to each individual project.

2.2. NLP Applications in Construction

To avoid unnecessary changes, rework, and potential claims, contractors must thor-
oughly analyze construction contracts and specifications to ensure that client requirements
are identified, managed, and fulfilled [13]. The traditional approach of identifying report-
ing requirements involves the manual reading, interpretation, and analysis of hundreds of
unstructured textual contract pages to differentiate between statements related to require-
ments and other extraneous text (e.g., instructions and definitions). Techniques capable
of accelerating the reporting requirement extraction process, therefore, represent a key
prerequisite for the development of an automated time–cost prediction model.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that
focuses on the development of techniques to analyze, process, and extract information from
natural human language. Applications include machine translation, speech recognition,
and automated content analysis [21]. In construction, a large number of project documents
are generated in text format [22]. The use of NLP techniques to organize and improve access
to information contained in these types of documents is becoming ever more essential for
effective construction management [7], with NLP techniques being increasingly applied
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in construction research [22–24]. Caldas et al. [7], for instance, employed NLP techniques
to automate the classification of construction documents to improve organization of and
access to information within interorganizational systems. Al Qady and Kandil [25] also
developed an automated classification system of construction documents according to their
semantic relationships. Fan and Li [23] used NLP for the automatic retrieval of similar
cases from an electronic case repository of construction accidents.

Text classification, a subfield of NLP, is an automated process for classifying text into
categories [26,27]. Text classification is divided into rule-based and Machine Learning
(ML)-based methods [26]. Rule-based text classification categorizes text using a manually
defined pattern to create rules; in contrast, under ML-based text classification, a machine
learns how to classify text on its own using data. A variety of text classification models
have been developed for the construction domain. For example, Salama and El-Gohary [28]
developed a hybrid semantic, multilabel ML-based text classification algorithm for clas-
sifying clauses and subclauses of general conditions to support automated compliance
checking. Lee et al. [5] proposed a rule-based model to automatically detect risk-related
sentences of contracts to support contract risk management for construction contractors.
Zhong et al. [29] combined NLP and convolutional neural networks to develop a classi-
fication model capable of automatically classifying accident narratives to support safety
management on site. Zhou and El-Gohary [30] proposed an ontology-based, multilabel
text classification approach for classifying environmental regulatory clauses to support
automated compliance checking in construction, and Hassan and Le [4] proposed a domain-
specific classification model to identify client requirements from construction contracts.
It is important to note that the implementation of existing text classifiers to different ap-
plications remains limited, as text classification models, text features, and performance
requirements vary greatly across domains and applications [28]. Designed for a specific
domain, the aforementioned text classifiers and are not well-suited for applications that
require alternate classification structures.

2.3. Research Gap

Despite these advancements, research focused on enhancing the management of
contractual reporting requirements remains relatively unexplored and fragmented. Most
of the studies in the area of construction reporting have focused on the development of
systems that improve data acquisition, information flow, and communication. While other
studies, such as those mentioned previously, have deployed NLP and AI to automate
information retrieval and extraction from construction contracts, the text approaches used
to develop these requirement extraction models are limited by a lack of full automation,
low extraction accuracy, and the absence of a cost–time prediction component [4,5,13].
Indeed, a review of construction literature could not identify any established study capable
of automatically extracting reporting requirement statements from hundreds of pages of
contractual and project specification documents.

3. Framework Overview

To address the gap existing in literature, this study developed a novel, NLP-based
framework for the automated extraction and time–cost prediction of contractual reporting
requirements in construction. The framework consists of two modules, namely the (1)
automatic extraction of reporting requirements module and (2) prediction of reporting time
and cost module that are linked as illustrated in Figure 1.
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The first module, hereafter referred to as the extraction module, is responsible for
identifying statements in contract or project specification documents that prescribe report-
ing requirements. Contract documents and project specifications are input into the NLP
model. Relevant text is extracted from the documents and is transformed into a format that
is compatible with the text classification models.

Text classification algorithms are then used to classify contractual and project specifi-
cation statements as either a (1) reporting requirement or (2) non-reporting statement. Both
rule-based and ML-based text classification methods can be used to classify statements;
application of either method will depend on the specific requirements of the user. While
rule-based text classification is more time-consuming than ML-based classification due to
the involvement of manual rule development, rule-based classification commonly results in
higher precision and recall [26]. ML, on the other hand, makes it possible to automatically
classify text, provided that sufficient learning opportunities are available [27].

The second module, hereafter referred to as the prediction module, is responsible
for generating relevant time–cost predictions. Reporting requirements output from the
extraction module are used by practitioners to prepare a list of required reports and their
associated submittal frequencies that are then input into the prediction module. Estimates
of the time required to prepare a specific report are used as inputs. Then, a Monte Carlo
simulation model, which uses random sampling to obtain numerical results or a probability
distribution [31], is used to predict the cost associated with report preparation based on
project duration and historical data.

Although distinct, the practical functionality of these two modules increases consid-
erably when used together. Manual extraction is very tedious and time-consuming, and
contractors do not have enough time during the bidding stage to identify the contract
requirements and plan accordingly. Because of the ability of the extraction module to
quickly extract reporting requirements, the prediction module can now be applied in a
more impactful stage of the project life-cycle (i.e., pre-construction bidding and planning
stages). Specifically, the outputs of the prediction module can be used to (1) ensure that
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sufficient cost and time contingencies for report preparation are included in bid estimates,
(2) engage in negotiations to reduce redundant reporting requirements before finalizing
contracts, and (3) improve resource allocation.

4. Extraction Module

Development of the extraction module was completed in three main steps, namely (1)
data preparation and pre-processing, (2) development and training of text classification
models, and (3) evaluation of model performance. Ten contractual and specification
documents of an oil-and-gas project were supplied by a private Canadian construction
contracting firm and were used to develop the extraction module. Python [32], an open-
source programming language, was used to automate module development steps.

4.1. Data Preparation and Preprocessing

Data preparation and pre-processing transformed raw data into a labeled dataset
that was used to develop and train the text classification models. This involved the (1)
extraction of textual data from documents, (2) manual assignment of labels to extracted
statements, and (3) cleaning of labeled data. An overview of the data preparation process
is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Documents, which were provided in an imaged portable document format (i.e., .pdf),
were first converted into a standard, processable text format (i.e., .txt) using Optical Charac-
ter Recognition (OCR). Next, text documents were automatically segmented into individual
text statements using document formatting. A total of 8943 text segments were extracted
from 10 contractual and project specification documents. Since pre-labeled textual con-
struction datasets are not as readily available as other domain applications, such as movie
reviews or twitter messages [33], extracted statements were labeled manually. A label of
“true” was manually applied to statements prescribing a reporting requirement, while a
label of “false” was applied to non-reporting statements. A sample of the labeled dataset is
presented in Figure 3.

Data were then structured into a single, comma-separated values (.csv) file, with text
statements stored in the first column and the document name and associated page stored
in subsequent columns. The last column contained the pair label (i.e., type: true/false) of
each statement. The labeled dataset was validated by domain experts to ensure accuracy of
the manual labels. The final dataset used in the study included 340 reporting requirements
and 8603 non-reporting statements.
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The final dataset was then cleaned to reduce data noise and enhance the quality of
data used to train the text classification models. First, text was converted to a lowercase
form to ensure identical words were treated as like terms (e.g., “Submit” and “SUBMIT”).
Then, punctuation was removed from the text. In addition to text in the main body of
the document, OCR extracted text from footers, page numbers, headers, annotations, and
footnotes. This text acted as data noise for the text classification algorithms and was,
therefore, removed. Then, tokenization was used to divide text statements into words (i.e.,
tokens) and to convert text into a feature vector form to prepare text for feature engineering
and further analysis [34]. Stop-words, which are frequent words such as conjunctions,
prepositions, and pronouns (e.g., the, for, so, is, of, and a) that do not carry relevant
information for text classification, were removed using a standard English stop-word
list [22]. Lemmatization and stemming were applied to reduce the number of features
through word grouping. While word stemming groups words by removing prefixes
and/or suffixes to conflate words to their original root [35], lemmatization groups words
subsequent to a full morphological analysis. Once data cleaning was completed, the dataset
was randomly split into training (80%) and testing (20%) sets, which were used to train the
text classifiers and to evaluate classifier performance, respectively.

4.2. Rule-Based Classification

In the rule-based classification approach, a set of hand-coded “IF-THEN” rules that
define the label assignment criteria for a certain category were prepared [5]. These rules
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were iteratively constructed and refined to improve accuracy of the classifier. The process
used to develop the rule-based classification model is depicted in Figure 4.
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Accurate filtering of reporting requirements from contractual documents requires the
development of robust and comprehensive rules. Although keywords, such as “report”
and “submit,” may be helpful in identifying certain reporting requirements, construction
contracts also contain key phrases, such as “shall be reported/submitted,” which indicate
that a report or deliverable must be provided contractually. It is important to note that
keywords alone cannot distinguish a reporting requirement from any other contractual
requirement. As such, critical phrases were extracted using text analytics. Using the
training dataset, the rule-based model was used to extract n-grams (i.e., a sequence of
co-occurring words as a single token) from the textual statements. The most common
n-grams (i.e., phrases) appearing in the reporting requirement statements are summarized
in Figure 5.
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To avoid errors, a list of n-grams specific only to the “true” category was prepared.
N-grams common to both the “true” and “false” categories were removed. The final
rules consisted of four different sets of n-grams capable of discerning between “true” and
“false” statements, namely uni-grams, bi-grams, tri-grams, and quad-grams representing
single-, two-, three-, or four-word phrases, respectively. These four sets of n-grams were
developed to evaluate the effect of each n-gram set on the performance of the rule-based
text classifier. N-grams were flagged as rules, with each rule consisting of a pattern and
a predicted category. N-grams in each N-gram set were closely monitored, and rules for
each statement were evaluated. Each rule was added, one-by-one, to the text classification
model. Predicted labels were then compared to actual labels, and classifier performance
was calculated. If the performance (i.e., accuracy) increased with the addition of the rule,
the rule was retained. If not, the rule was removed. This was repeated for each rule of each
n-gram until a final list was created.

4.2.1. Performance of Rule-Based Classification Models

Performance of the text classification models were evaluated using accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F1-score, which were calculated using Equation (1) through Equation (4),
respectively.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

F1 − Score =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall
(4)
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where TP are true positives (i.e., statements correctly labeled “true”), FP are false positives
(i.e., incorrectly labeled “true”), TN are true negatives (i.e., correctly labeled “false”), and
FN are false negatives (i.e., incorrectly labeled “false”).

Accuracy (Equation (1)) is defined as the percentage of correctly classified statements
over the total number of statements in the testing set. Recall (Equation (2)), is defined as the
percentage of true positives identified by the model. Precision (Equation (3)) is defined as
the percentage of positives that are correctly labeled [36]. Finally, the F1-score (Equation (4)),
combines precision and recall to provide an overall assessment of model effectiveness.

Recall is considered to be the most critical performance metric in the context of
requirement extraction, where the extraction of all reporting requirements is the primary
objective. For instance, a model may have low performance accuracy because it results in a
larger number of false positives (i.e., non-reporting statements labeled as requirements).
However, the model may have high recall results (i.e., 100%) if it is able to correctly label
all reporting requirements as “true”.

Specific rules for text processing were developed and applied to improve results of
the rule-based classification model. Initial tests were conducted on different n-gram sets.
The testing approach was conducted in an iterative manner, and results from 24 different
combinations of n-grams and text pre-processing techniques (e.g., stop-word removal,
lemmatization, etc.) were compared. The four sets of n-grams extracted from the training
set are summarized in Table 1. The total number of rules generated increased with the
number of n-grams (Table 1). Using the process summarized in Figure 4, the number of
rules maintained for each n-gram was considerably reduced for all n-gram sets (Table 1).
For example, of the 2363 rules generated for the bi-grams set, only 38 rules were retained.
Accuracy was increased from 97%, using uni-grams, to 99%, using bi-grams, yet was
decreased to 98% and 97% using tri- and quad-grams, respectively. Although differences
between n-gram sets were minimal, optimal accuracy was achieved using the retained
bi-gram rules. The impact of adding the first 10 and the last bi-gram rule on model accuracy
is visualized in Figure 6.

Table 1. Number of generated and retained bi-gram rules and associated accuracy.

N-Gram Set Number of
Generated Rules

Number of Retained
Rules

Maximum Accuracy
(%)

Uni-Grams 118 8 97
Bi-Grams 2363 38 99
Tri-Grams 3762 38 98

Quad-Grams 4268 34 97
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The first bi-gram rule, “report shall”, resulted in an accuracy of 95.3%. The third
bi-gram, “shall submit”, further increased the accuracy of the classifier to 96.7%. The
37 rules added after “shall submit” collectively increased performance by 3.97% to 99.3%.

The impact of stop-word removal, lemmatization, and stemming on the performance
of text classification models is known to differ based on the textual context and application.
As such, the impact of stop-word removal and lemmatization/stemming were evaluated.
Various experimental scenarios examining the impact of n-gram sets, stop-word removal,
and lemmatization on model performance are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Effect of n-gram sets and data pre-processing on performance of rule-based classification for
two experimental scenarios.

Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
without Lemmatization with Lemmatization

Stop-Words Retained Stop-Words Removed

N-Gram Class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
Set Label (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Uni
True 91 56 69 93 55 69
False 98 100 99 98 100 99

Bi
True 100 86 92 96 88 92
False 99 100 100 99 100 100

Tri
True 99 86 92 98 71 83
False 99 100 100 98 100 99

Quad
True 100 74 85 100 49 49
False 99 100 99 97 100 99

Uni-grams had the lowest performance for both experimental scenarios (Table 2), and
bi-grams demonstrated the highest performance in all three metrics in the base condition
(Scenario 1).

When stop-words were removed and lemmatization was applied, bi-grams had the
highest recall and F1-score, with precision only differing marginally from other n-grams.
Interestingly, lemmatization and stop-word removal resulted in a 2% increase in the recall
of the bi-gram classifier, while the recall of the other n-gram sets decreased (Table 2).
Notably, the F1-score of tri-grams (without lemmatization and with stop-words retained)
was equal to the F1-score of bi-grams (with lemmatization and with stop-words removed).
This result is expected as, in some cases, removing stop-words from tri-grams transforms
them into bi-grams. For example, when the stop-word “be” is removed from the tri-gram
“shall be submitted”, the bi-gram “shall submitted” results. Given the importance of the
recall measurement when extracting reporting requirements, and based on the findings
that bi-grams resulted in the highest model accuracy (Table 1) and recall (Table 2), bi-grams
are selected as the optimal classifier for rule-based text classification.

4.3. Machine Learning-Based Classification

In contrast to rule-based classification, the alternate classification approach used in the
present study was supervised ML models, with the learning process driven by previous
knowledge of the data [28]. In ML algorithms, a general inductive process automatically
builds a classification model for each class by observing the characteristics of a set of
manually classified statements. The ML-based text classification approach is summarized
in Figure 7.
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To ensure compatibility with computer processors, words were first converted into
a numeric format using feature engineering. Here, raw text data were transformed into
feature vectors, and new features were created using the dataset. Different methods
were used to create relevant dataset features prior to input into the text classification
algorithm [37].

Two approaches for constructing representation vectors, namely count vectors and
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vectors, were implemented. Count
vectors are a matrix representation of the dataset, where every row represents a statement,
every column represents a word, and every cell represents the frequency count of a par-
ticular word (i.e., either zero or a real number) in a particular statement [38]. Words that
appear in many textual statements are considered less meaningful and, therefore, each
vector component (i.e., a word) can be weighed based on the number of statements in
which the word appears. Another approach for constructing representation vectors is
TF-IDF, which is a technique designed to identify important terms in a dataset by weighing
a term’s frequency (TF) together with its inverse document frequency (IDF), which weighs
down high-frequency domain-specific terms while scaling up rare terms [38]. In TF-IDF
vectors, terms can be extended to include characters and n-gram-level models, such as
uni-gram (i.e., words), bi-grams (i.e., pairs of words), as well as tri and quad-grams (i.e.,
phrases). The TF-IDF of terms are calculated using Equation (5) [38],

TF − IDF =
t fi
T

×
(

1 + log
(

N
Ni

))
(5)

where t fi is the frequency of term i in the statement, T is the total number of words in
the statement, N is the total number of statements, and Ni is the number of statements
containing term i.

For the proposed method to be feasible in practice, retraining and prediction [39]
must be completed within a relatively short period of time. As such, models that required
longer than an hour to be fine-tuned and retrained (e.g., deep learning algorithms) were
excluded from this study to ensure applicability of this research. Based on this criterion,
four popular supervised ML algorithms, which have been shown to perform differently
depending on the application and domain [4,28], were implemented to build the ML-based
text classification model. Characteristics of the ML algorithms are summarized as follows:

Naïve Bayes (NB) is a simple algorithm, based on the Naïve Bayes Theorem, that is
used for solving practical domain problems including text classification [40]. Because it
assumes that every feature is conditionally independent of other features for a given class
label, the computational cost of applying the NB algorithm is comparatively low.

Logistic Regression (LR) is a linear statistical ML algorithm that correlates discrete
categorical dependent features with a set of target variables [40]. It is a complex form of
linear regression that can predict data probability for predefined categories.

Random Forest (RF) is a supervised ML method based on ensemble learning that
involves the construction of multiple decision trees during training. Outputs are classes
that are averaged or voted the most by individual trees [41]. Decision Tree algorithms,
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such as the RF classifier, are often used to combat imbalanced classes, such as the scenario
described here, where the number of non-reporting statements considerably exceeds the
number of reporting requirements.

Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBOOST) is a scalable ML system based on gradient
boosting [42]. It generates a strong classifier by iteratively updating parameters of the for-
mer classifier to decrease the gradient of loss function. XGBOOST has superior performance
in supervised ML, with high accuracy and low risk of overfitting.

4.3.1. Performance of ML-Based Classification Models

The final step in the development of the extraction module was the evaluation of
the various ML-based text classification models. The performance of ML-based text clas-
sification algorithms is highly dependent on feature selection (i.e., domain dependent),
type of ML techniques, and training datasets [28]. Therefore, all possible combinations of
text pre-processing, feature engineering, and ML algorithms—resulting in 160 exhaustive
combinations—were evaluated. Various conditions of text pre-processing approaches,
such as stop-word retention or removal with or without the implementation of stemming
and/or lemmatization, were tested to evaluate the effect on model performance. While the
methodology was conducted in an iterative manner to allow for the detailed comparison
of results, only a subset of the results is presented to maintain brevity.

The effect of using lemmatization or stemming is illustrated in Figure 8. Stemming
improved classification accuracy of LR and XGBOOST algorithms, while lemmatization
marginally improved the accuracy of NB and RF algorithms. Notably, the difference in
classification performance accuracy between the two text pre-processing techniques was
negligible, ranging from 0.03% to 0.4% (Figure 8). The XGBOOST algorithm with stemming
applied resulted in the highest accuracy (98.4%).
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Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBOOST)-based machine
learning algorithms.

The recall, precision, and F1-score of the different ML algorithms were evaluated
(Figure 9). Given that XGBOOST was found to have the highest accuracy with stemming,
stemming was applied to all ML techniques prior to performance metric evaluation. The
ML algorithms exhibited relatively similar recall values of over 98% for non-reporting
statements (i.e., “false”).
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In contrast, recall values for reporting requirements (i.e., “true”) varied considerably
amongst the various ML algorithms. The NB algorithm resulted in the lowest “true”
recall value (66%), whereas LR, RF, and XGBOOST algorithms resulted in “true” recall
values of 74%, 74%, and 81%, respectively. The lower recall values and increased variability
observed for the “true” class is likely due to the imbalanced distribution of statements in the
contractual documents used (340 “true” requirements versus 8603 “false” statements). In
terms of precision, RF, LR, and XGBOOST resulted in “true” precision results of 100%, 87%,
and 87%, respectively. The XGBOOST algorithm exhibited the highest recall (Figure 9) and
accuracy (Figure 8) results for both the “true” and “false” classes and the second-highest
F1-score and precision measurements.

Variations in recall when using different n-gram sets for both the “true” and “false”
class were evaluated and illustrated in Figure 10. As discussed previously, higher recall
values were observed for non-reporting statements (i.e., “false” class). Uni-grams resulted
in higher “true” recall values compared to bi-grams for all classification algorithms except
the NB algorithm. The combined use of uni-grams and bi-grams with the LR and XGBOOST
classification models yielded the highest “true” recall performance, with values of 77% and
87%, respectively.

It is important to note, however, that a number of factors, such as dataset size, can
influence the performance of ML models. The hyperparameters of the ML models, therefore,
must be tuned to specific data [43]. Here, hyperparameters were objectively changed, one-
by-one, to mitigate overfitting and improve classifier performance. After identifying
optimal hyperparameters (i.e., a single set of well-performing hyperparameters), the model
was retrained with the full training dataset, and the testing dataset was re-evaluated.

The two models that were examined were the RF and XGBOOST algorithms, as they
have many parameters, and the impact of their hyperparameters is significant. Table 3 sum-
marizes the values of the four performance metrics of these two classifiers before and after
fine-tuning of their hyperparameters. Fine-tuning parameters improved recall, precision,
and F1-score measurements for both classifiers under both classes. The largest improve-
ment for both the RF and XGBOOST models was observed for the “true” class. XGBOOST
achieved the highest recall and F1-scores after fine-tuning for both the “true” and “false”
classes at 89% and 100% for recall and 92% and 99% for F1-score, respectively. The results
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demonstrated that fine-tuning hyperparameters to optimize parameter value by analyzing
their impact, in terms of over- and underfitting, results in increased model robustness.
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Table 3. Effect of fine-tuning hyperparameters on performance metrics of Random Forest (RF) and
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBOOST)-based algorithms.

Metrics Class Label
RF XGBOOST

Before After Before After

Accuracy - 97.8 98 98.4 98

Precision
True 99 100 87 96
False 98 98 99 99

Recall
True 59 74 81 89
False 100 100 99 100

F1-Score
True 73 85 84 92
False 99 99 99 99

Altogether, ML-based performance measurements revealed that the XGBOOST model
outperformed the other ML algorithms in terms of accuracy (Figure 8) and recall (Figure 10)
performance. Accordingly, the XGBOOST model is selected as the optimal classifier for
ML-based text classification.

4.4. Comparison of Classification Models

Performance results achieved by the best-performing rule-based and ML-based classi-
fiers are summarized in Table 4. Under the rule-based classifier, application of the bi-gram
rule set with lemmatization and stop-word removal resulted in accuracy and “true” recall
values of 99% and 88%, respectively (Table 4). Comparatively, application of the XGBOOST-
based machine learning algorithm resulted in accuracy and “true” recall values of 98% and
89%, respectively.
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Table 4. Performance of rule-based versus machine learning-based text classification models.

Metrics Class Label Rule-Based ML-Based

Accuracy - 99 98

Precision
True 96 96
False 99 99

Recall
True 88 89
False 100 100

F1-Score
True 92 92
False 100 99

The patterns used to construct the rules in the rule-based model were manually
defined, requiring more effort in terms of rule preparation. It is also important to note that
the results of the rule-based model are quite sensitive to input rules: adding or removing
a specific rule may have a considerable impact on classifier performance. Alternatively,
the ML-based text classification model learns the classification process by using training
data. In this regard, the results of the ML model are sensitive to the number of training sets,
performing best in the presence of more data. Given the results provided in Table 4, the
choice of classification model depends on the availability of training data for the ML- based
model or the level of effort able to be invested for rule construction in the rule-based model.

5. Prediction Module

The prediction module is used to estimate the time, resources, and cost needed to
fulfill the reporting requirements. Module inputs include (1) the list of reports prepared
by subject-matter experts using outputs of the rule-based or ML-based extraction module
that describe the types and submittal frequencies of the reporting requirements, (2) the
resources, time, and hourly rate associated with each reporting requirement, and (3)
estimated project duration. To account for underlying uncertainties in model inputs and
outputs, a Monte Carlo simulation model is employed, with uncertain parameters (e.g.,
report preparation time and project duration) input as probabilistic distributions derived
from historical data. If sufficient historical data are unavailable, probabilistic distributions,
such as a triangular distribution with minimum, most likely, and maximum values reported
by experts, can be input into the model instead [44]. The Monte Carlo simulation is then
run for multiple iterations, with each iteration randomly selecting a value from each
parameter’s distribution. Outputs of the model include the predicted (1) time, (2) cost, and
(3) distribution among the various personnel types to complete the reporting requirements.

6. Case Study

An oil-and-gas project led by a private Canadian construction contracting firm was
used to demonstrate the proposed framework. The project was considered a small-size
project by the contractor and was awarded by the client to the contractor through a cost-
plus contract type. This project was completed before the initiation of this research study.
Actual durations of report preparation were not recorded by the contracting firm.

6.1. Data Collection

While manual extraction of reporting requirements is not required for future con-
struction contracts, manual extraction was required, here, for initial development of the
extraction module. As such, and for this case study only, the list of manually extracted
reporting requirements from the set of contract documents detailed in Section 4.1 were
input into the model. Notably, outputs of the rule-based or ML-based extraction module
can be used to prepare a list of required reports and their submittal frequencies for input
into the simulation model for resource prediction of future contracts.

Since report preparation times were not recorded by the project team, the minimum,
most likely, and maximum values for the preparation time of each report were provided by
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company experts based on prior experience. Individual labor rates for each personnel type
were not provided by the industrial partner; therefore, an average labor rate of 60 CAD per
hour was input into the model. A subset of the data is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Sample of report preparation-associated input data.

Report Name Frequency Resources
Time (Minutes)

Min, Most Likely,
Max

Daily Update:

Daily

1 Safety Coordinator

45, 60, 75work plan and
estimated progress

1 Project Manager
4 Superintendents

1 Quality Controller

Equipment Log Bi-Weekly 1 Project Coordinator 90, 120, 150

Installation Work
Package Report

Bi-Weekly
1 Project Controller

210, 240, 2701 Scheduler
1 Project Manager

3-Week Look-Ahead
Schedule

Bi-Weekly
1 Project Control

360, 420, 4801 Scheduler
1 Project Manager

6.2. Results and Discussion
6.2.1. Extraction Module

A sample of the extracted reporting requirements is illustrated in Figure 3. As detailed
in Section 6.1, 340 individual reporting requirements and their submittal frequencies
were identified from over 500 contract pages. Although quite high (88%, Table 4), the
recall of the current extraction module is not 100%. Sufficient for planning purposes,
the extraction module should not be used as the only means of requirement extraction
during the execution phase of a project. A manual review during the execution phase
should continue to be performed until the ability of the framework to consistently extract
100% of reporting requirements is achieved. Failing to determine the exhaustive list of
submittals and information deliverables required by the client can result in claims and
litigations, subjecting both parties to disputes and conflicts that could have been prevented.
Nevertheless, manual extraction is also prone to error, and the use of the extraction module
as an adjunct tool during the execution phase of a project is strongly recommended. The
list of reporting requirements extracted manually and by the automated extraction module
should be compared to identify requirements that may be missing from the manually
extracted list.

The 340 reporting requirements output by the extraction module were reviewed
by the project team. It was determined that some of the reporting requirements were
repetitive, requiring submission of the same report. A total of 70 distinct reports and
information submittals was identified. A list of these reports was prepared and input into
the prediction module.

6.2.2. Prediction Module

The Monte Carlo simulation model was run for 100,000 iterations, as increasing the
number iterations beyond 100,000 slowed the execution speed without resulting in a notable
impact on output results. The total duration and cost associated with the requirement
reporting process was calculated using the probability distributions defined for each report.
In each iteration, random numbers were sampled from the preparation time distributions
of each report type, and a total reporting duration (or total cost) was achieved as the
cumulative time (or cost) of all reports for that iteration. Total reporting duration (or cost)
values of each iteration were then used to form a distribution of total reporting time, as
shown in Figure 11.
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The mean value for the cumulative report preparation time was 5083 labor-hours
(σ = 142) for the project life cycle. The simulation was then run again using an average rate
of 60 CAD per hour; here, the mean value of the total cost associated with the reporting
process was calculated to be $304,939 (σ = $8538), as shown in the predicted cost distribution
in Figure 12. Notably, including individual labor rates for each personnel type will increase
the accuracy of the framework’s results.
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The distribution of report preparation time between various personnel types is sum-
marized in Figure 13. The plurality of the cumulative report preparation time (31%) was
associated with the project manager, who must review and approve most reports. Based
on the mean cumulative duration of 5083 h (Figure 11), the project manager is expected to
spend an estimated 1576 h (or, assuming a 9-h work day, 175 days) completing reporting
requirements. With a provided project duration of 4400 h, the project manager is estimated
to be performing reporting activities 36% of the time. Similarly, two other highly utilized
resources were the project control team (28%) and scheduler (28%), who are responsible
for collecting, merging, and overseeing the preparation of various report types. Together,
these two resources will spend an estimated 2846 h (or 316 days) completing reporting
requirements—equal to 32% of their time.
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6.3. Framework Validation
6.3.1. Validation of Extraction Module

The extraction module underwent extensive validation testing. Here, reporting re-
quirements were manually extracted and compared to the list of reporting requirements
identified using the extraction module. Then, a subset of real project data (different from
those used for model development and training) was used to evaluate the performance
of the rule-based and machine-learning-based classification models. A discussion of the
validation process is detailed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1, respectively. A comparison of the
models is summarized in Section 4.4.

6.3.2. Validation of Prediction Module

In contrast, the prediction module was evaluated using face validation. Since actual
report preparation durations were not recorded by the contractor, face validation was
performed by subject-matter experts to evaluate whether or not the simulation model re-
sults (i.e., prediction module outcomes) were accurately representing the current reporting
process. Simulation results (Figures 11–13) were presented to the project management
team responsible for executing the case study project. The experts confirmed that the
simulated results were acceptable and were consistent with the outcomes of the actual
project. Overall, face validation by the subject-matter experts confirmed that the prediction
module was representative, comprehensive, and easy to use.

7. Discussion

Having a list of reporting requirements during the planning phase of a project will
provide the project management team with the opportunity to enhance the reporting
process, resulting in a reduction in reporting-associated costs. For example, similar or
redundant reports can be consolidated, specialized data collection systems and report
templates can be developed and implemented prior to project execution, and the allocation
of reporting requirements to specific personnel types can be optimized.

The probability distributions output by the proposed framework allow decision mak-
ers to more accurately estimate the probability of achieving project targets, while gaining
insight on potential best- and worst-case scenarios. More accurate time preparation esti-
mates will allow contractors to ensure that a sufficient number of personnel are available
to complete reporting requirements on time. Moreover, by more accurately estimating
the overhead costs associated with reporting requirements for each particular project,
contractors are able to enhance bid preparation to improve competitiveness, or provide
more realistic direct–indirect cost ratios to avoid potential disputes for cost-plus contracts.
Furthermore, these outputs can be used to optimize the composition of project manage-
ment teams based on the specific requirements of each contract. Together with the list of
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requirements output from the extraction module, the personnel distribution results can
be used to examine and potentially reallocate reporting duties to lower-wage personnel,
where appropriate, thereby reducing report preparation costs.

The level of benefit achieved by considering reporting-associated costs in the planning
phase of construction depends on the construction type. Repetitive types of construction,
such as residential building construction, are typically associated with contracts that remain
similar between projects. Due to a lack of variability in reporting requirements, project
teams are able to accurately approximate the time, cost, and resources required without the
need to extract reporting requirements for each contract. However, due to the increased
level of risk, complexity of the work, and large project scale, contract documents for
complex projects, such as those in the oil and gas industry, are typically longer, more
intricate, and more variable from project to project. With these types of construction,
clients tend to request additional information and detailed reporting submittals from
contractors, which substantially increases overhead costs. The benefits of applying the
proposed framework, therefore, are expected to expand as project complexity is increased.

8. Limitations and Future Work

An automated approach for rapidly extracting reporting requirements from contrac-
tual documents and predicting the time and cost required to complete reporting activities
was developed. Although the functionality of the proposed framework was demonstrated
using real contractual documents from an actual case study, the following points should
be considered.

First, the extraction module was developed using a labeled dataset obtained from
one set of contract and specification documents for an oil and gas project. While the
extraction module is expected to be applicable—in its current form—to all construction
contracts with similar characteristics (e.g., terminology, document structure, and/or report
structure), the development methodology described may need to be reapplied for other
contract types. Moreover, the classification models were trained using a limited amount
of training data. The comparatively low performance of the classification models for
the “true” class may be due to the size of the “true” dataset (i.e., an imbalanced data
problem). Future work should examine the impact of increasing the training dataset
through the incorporation of additional contract documents to enhance the performance of
the classification models. With sufficient training data, the extraction module is anticipated
to achieve the desired performance of 100% recall for the “true” class (i.e., identification of
all reporting requirements).

Second, the success of the prediction module is highly dependent on accurately
modeling the inputs. One of the difficulties in analyzing probabilistic processes inherent
to construction is defining the probability distributions that best reflect the uncertainties
associated with each variable. The more accurate the model of the inputs, the more closely
the simulation model mimics real-life behavior. A primary constraint for any simulation
model, therefore, is the time and effort required to collect pertinent and correct information,
as well as processing it for input into the model. While the resources and time required
from construction sites and administration offices to complete reporting requirements are
not commonly recorded, efforts to improve data collection related to project reporting
process are expected to improve model results.

Third, contract documentation remains an immature area of practice, and more reliable
and efficient approaches to better and more rapidly understand contract requirements
are needed. Future work should focus on providing a holistic solution to this problem,
such as writing contracts using a structured-database approach. While this would provide
seamless integration between clients and contractors (thereby alleviating the need for
rule-based/ML-based model (re)training), achieving this ideal will require a tremendous
amount of input, effort, and collaboration among all of the stakeholders involved in a
project. Additionally, methods for dealing with modifications or alternate arrangements
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will need to be researched and developed. Consequently, the framework proposed here
provides a much-needed interim solution as these more holistic solutions are pursued.

9. Conclusions

Automating the reporting requirement extraction process and estimating its associated
time–cost implications are expected to reduce the effort, time, and overhead costs expended
by the multiple personnel involved. To overcome the shortcomings of the traditional
manual approach, this study developed a framework for reporting requirement extraction
based on NLP—a domain-specific and application-oriented text classification process—that
is capable of automatically identifying reporting requirements from contractual documents
to considerably reduce the time and effort required to extract reporting requirements. To
account for project uncertainties due to variation or unforeseeable events that may occur
during execution, a Monte Carlo simulation was used to predict the time and cost needed
to complete reporting requirements.

The model begins by collecting textual data, in this case the sentences and terms in
contractual documents, which describe the reporting requirements mandated by the client.
Rule-based and ML-based classification methods were developed, and their performances
were evaluated. The performance of rule-based classification using different sets of n-grams
was assessed, with an accuracy of 99.27% achieved using bi-grams as rules. Application of
lemmatization to and removal of stop-words from the bi-gram rules resulted in a recall and
F1-score of 88% and 92% for the “true” category, respectively. Four ML algorithms were
also implemented, and their performance was assessed under different pre-processing
settings and feature engineering techniques. All of the ML classification models achieved
promising accuracies of over 95%; notably, XGBOOST achieved the highest recall value of
89% after parameter tuning. Then, numerical data regarding report preparation times and
associated resources (based on prior experience of experts) were provided by an industrial
partner and were used to predict the time and cost required to complete the reporting
requirements detailed in the contractual documents. Input of these data into the Monte
Carlo simulation model resulted in a mean cumulative reporting duration and cost of
5083 h and 304,939 CAD, respectively.

During the bidding and contract negotiation phase of a project, decision makers can
now use the proposed framework to automatically review reporting requirements prior
to accepting the contractual agreement. Not feasible using time-consuming, traditional
extraction methods, the extraction speed of the framework allows decision makers to
identify and subsequently negotiate difficult and/or inefficient reporting requirements
prior to signing. If contract conditions are unfavorable to the contractor in terms of
project reporting cost, a revision of contract conditions may be requested or a contract
may be abandoned by contractors to prevent further loss. With a thorough and realistic
understanding of contract reporting requirements, contractors can focus on establishing
the best means, methods, pricing, and schedules for completing the proposed project.
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